Modeling to Generate Alternatives (MGA) is a technique used to identify variant designs that maximize design space distance from an initial point while satisfying performance loss constraints. Recent work has explored the application of this technique to nonlinear design problems, where the design space was investigated using an exhaustive sampling procedure. While computational cost concerns were noted, the main focus was determining how scaling and distance metric selection influenced alternative discovery. To increase the viability of MGA for engineering design problems, this work looks to reduce the computational overhead needed to identify design alternatives. This paper investigates and quantifies the effectiveness of using previously sampled designs, i.e. a graveyard, from a multiobjective genetic algorithm as a means of reducing computational expense. Computational savings and the expected error are quantified to assess the effectiveness of this approach. These results are compared to other more common "search" techniques; namely Latin hypercube samplings, grid search, and the Nelder-Mead simplex method. The performance of these "search" techniques are subsequently explored in two case study problems -the design of a two bar truss, and an I-beam -to find the most unique alternative design over a range of different thresholds. Results from this work show the graveyard can be used as a way of inexpensively generating alternatives that are close to ideal, especially nearer to the starting design. Additionally, this paper demonstrates that graveyard information can be used to increase the performance of the Nelder-Mead simplex method when searching for alternative designs.
INTRODUCTION
Engineering models are full of uncertainty. Designers commonly must ask if the correct assumptions are being made.
They must explore if important problem factors were initially ignored, and question the accuracy of the estimated operating conditions. Within this realm of uncertainty designers are asked to arrive at a solution that best solves the existing model of the system. However, this model may not be correct.
Working with an invalid or uncertain system model can likely yield non-optimal, or infeasible, designs. A useful tool for a designer includes the ability to create multiple unique solutions that possess similar performance characteristics. This allows a designer to better protect themselves against model uncertainty while simultaneously gaining valuable insight into the problem. A technique developed for this purpose is Modeling to Generate Alternatives (MGA) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In previous efforts, the authors have expanded the exploration of MGA to non-linear engineering design problems [6] . This work investigated how the scaling of design variables and the choice of distance metric influenced the generated design alternative. However, this work relied heavily on extensively sampling the design space using a grid search to identify the "best" alternative designs. While this is realizable for simple engineering design problems, the computational overhead quickly becomes overwhelming with increased product architecture. Overcoming this computational barrier is the focus of this paper -namely how can the computational efficiency of MGA be increased such that it is a viable tool for complex engineering design problems?
Consider that during the optimization of an engineering design problem a large percentage of the evaluated designs are typically discarded. These evaluated designs comprise what this paper will refer to as a "graveyard". It is important to note that a design does not have to be discarded to become part of the graveyard; it merely needs to be evaluated during the optimization routine. In this work, the graveyard is defined as a population of all previously evaluated feasible design which is created during the process of solving a multiobjective optimization problem.
RELATED WORK
The broader impact of this work is the development and expansion of design tools available to facilitate the decision making process in engineering design problems. A survey of engineering design literature indicates that a majority of the current design decision tools are focused on finding a single "best" design. Meanwhile, there are a smaller number of design tools, such as MGA, that focus on presenting the designer with a range of design freedom.
One motivating factor for presenting the designer with a range of design freedom comes from the idea that mathematical models rarely include all the attributes of the actual problem. For instance, during the design of a product there are many subjective design attributes that are difficult to quantify [7] [8] . Therefore the "best" solution found optimizing an incomplete model may not be the best solution in the physical world. Presenting design freedom information can also be useful when the goal is to provide insight into the behavior of the problem rather than supplying the single "best" answer. Along this line of thinking, a designer could also make use of sensitivity analysis [9] [10] or meta-modeling techniques [11] as a means of providing insight into the inner workings of a problem.
Target or goal-seeking algorithms have commonly been used as an approach for finding unique designs with similar performance [12] . For these algorithms, the objective functions are minimizing the distance from a target performance while maximizing the distance in the design space between solutions. MGA is one such target-seeking framework. However, its roots are in the Operations Research and Civil Engineering [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] fields. A side effect of this heritage is that it has been primarily applied to linearly modeled problems. However, the theory behind MGA is also extendable to non-linear problems [6] .
In a different vein, identification of alternative designs through the application of decision trees has been studied by Malak and Paredis [13] . Multiobjective Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs) [14] that seek Pareto-optimal solutions while including solution diversity as an additional objective can also be used to increase freedom present in the final design [15] [16] . However, much of the research within MOGAs is focused on reducing the computational overhead needed to find the Pareto frontier [17] [18] . Instead, this paper looks to increase the usefulness of the data generated by a MOGA.
Once a Pareto frontier is found, the designer can use tools such as HEIM [19] [20] to make trade-off decisions regarding which point on the Pareto frontier to select. This work uses hypothetical alternatives to identify an individual"s weighting scheme for different product attributes. This work has also been extended to work in a group setting.
Set-based design approaches [21] [22] [23] [24] have been used in concurrent engineering environments as a means of maintaining design freedom. Motivation for this approach is to delay the need for making design commitments until later in the design process, allowing for increased response to uncertainty and changing customer needs. Recent work by Madhavan et al. [25] has shown that in an industrial setting, set-based design approaches reduce the number of iterations between design teams and provide a library of back-up design options. However, such approaches are typically driven by design space decisions in an effort to converge to a single solution. Research in target sets to decompose the design space and identify optimal solutions was conducted in [26] . Physical Programming methods developed in [27] [28] differentiate solutions into five different types based on the quality of the solution, making all solutions within the same type equivalent. Wood also addresses the imprecision or uncertainty within model parameters through the use of fuzzy sets [29] [30] [31] .
Lastly, the use of the graveyard for performance gains is not entirely new. However, its use has primarily been limited to reducing the number of redundant evaluations performed during an optimization [32] . Reasons that graveyard information has not been used beyond this include a lack of data points in the inferior regions of the performance space, the general inefficiency of the sampling leading to larger sample sizes, and the potential lack of feasible range covered by the design variables. However, for the purposes of MGA, the graveyard makes an ideal candidate as the areas of interest, i.e. near the Pareto frontier, are densely populated. This paper builds upon the approach and results of Foster and Ferguson [6] to investigate the computational cost and solution error associated generating alternative designs when using different "search" techniques. Two multiobjective engineering design problems are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of each approach. Before the problems are introduced, however, the next section describes the research approach used to calculate the error and computational cost of each "search" technique.
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RESEARCH APPROACH
In this section the approach used to perform MGA, quantify the computational costs, and measure the error for each "search" technique is discussed. Recall that MGA is a framework that is used to identify unique alternative designs that occur within a user defined performance threshold of an original design. The formulation of this framework can be seen in Equation 1 . Within Equation 1, the goal is to find design "b" such that the difference between designs "a" and "b" are maximized. However, design "b" has to fall within the same constraints, "K i ", as the original problem. It also has to perform within a user defined target performance threshold, "T j ".
(1)
The approach, as seen in Figure 1 , starts with modeling a problem and finding the Pareto frontier using a multiobjective genetic algorithm. From this frontier, a point of interest is selected for further study. Having identified a location in the performance space, information in the design space about this Pareto frontier point is also known. Prior to performing MGA, however, a means of scaling the design space, and of quantifying distance between points, are defined.
Having established all necessary information for MGA to proceed, the design space can be explored to find an alternative that is a maximum distance away (maximizing uniqueness) while maintaining a user-specified performance threshold. In this paper, each search technique is performed at multiple levels of performance freedom (the constraining performance threshold is normally established by the user at time of implementation). Then, using the alternative designs found in the previous step, the error and computational cost are quantified.
In the following sections each of these steps will be discussed in further detail. Discussion regarding problem modeling is skipped as both case study problems have been previously published in engineering design literature. 
Solving for the Pareto Frontier
The Pareto frontier for each problem is found using a multiobjective genetic algorithm. Frontiers presented in this paper were found using the gamultiobj() function in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox [33] . In total the frontier for each problem is found five times. This is done as the frontiers found are not very robust and are likely to change slightly with each new search. A multiobjective genetic algorithm was chosen over other multiobjective optimization techniques as it has tends to evaluate a large number of designs near the frontier. This increased density near the frontier is desirable for an alternative design search as there are a large number of design choices in a very small region.
Identifying a Point of Interest
MGA is initialized by identifying a starting design, which this paper will refer to as the point of interest. This point of interest typically lies on the Pareto frontier and within a typical optimization routine serve as the chosen solution.
However, within MGA the designer has chosen to investigate the area around the point of interest. The amount of allowable deviation from the optimal region is thus needed to constrain the alternative design search. Note that the allowable change can take place in either the design space or the performance space depending on the goal of the alternative search. In this work, the allowable change will take place in the performance space and will be referred to as performance freedom.
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Choosing a Search Technique
As originally stated in Section 1, the "search" techniques used in this paper are: GA based graveyard, Latin hypercube sampling, grid search, and a Nelder-Mead simplex method. These are chosen as they each bring different characteristics to the alternative search.
One source of differentiation between these search techniques, for example, is that the graveyard is highly dense near the Pareto frontier, while the grid search is more widely distributed throughout the performance space. A similarity between the grid search and Latin hypercube sampling is that there is s degree of assurance that the full range of each variable is represented in the design space. The other search techniques do not come with the same guarantee, as there is some governing rule directing their search of the design space.
Additionally, a distinguishing characteristic of the NelderMead simplex method is that computational cost depends on the starting point and design variable interactions within the model. This is significant, as the other search techniques used in this work have a constant computational cost that can be calculated prior to performing the search.
The following paragraphs briefly describe the parameters used for each search technique in this work.
Grid Search
The grid search [34] divides the design space into equally spaced sections. In the case of a two variable problem the design space looks like a grid, hence the name. At the intersection of each section the corresponding value is calculated. Overall, the grid search method is very robust. However, it is also very inefficient as a large number of inferior points are evaluated, hence the reason it is sometimes referred to as an exhaustive search. This thesis makes use of the grid search to ensure that at least one of the search techniques will find the best possible alternatives, albeit at very high computational cost.
To perform the grid search, small steps are taken along each variable axis in a sequential manner over the entire allowable range. The step sizes used in this paper are a 1% discretization for the three variable, Two Bar Truss problem, and 2% for the four variable, I-beam problem. Limiting factors of the step size chosen includes computational time and available memory.
Graveyard
A graveyard is a collection of previously evaluated designs. Further, a graveyard can be created using any optimization technique. However, for this research the graveyards were created using multiobjective genetic algorithms. The multiobjective genetic algorithm is chosen over other multiobjective optimization techniques as it has a higher density of evaluated designs closer to the frontier. It is expected that the designer would want to locate alternatives that are closer to the frontier (i.e. minimize the amount of performance loss). As previously mentioned, five independent runs of a multiobjective genetic algorithm were used on each case study. The reason for creating multiple sets of graveyards comes from the randomness associated with a genetic algorithm. Each run of the genetic algorithm was started with a random initial population. The rest of the settings were the defaults as per the gamultiobj algorithm within Matlab [33] .
Latin Hypercube Sampling
Latin hypercube sampling is a stratified sampling technique used to generate a population of distributed designs in problems with multiple variables. To perform the sampling over n variables, the range of each variable is divided into m equally probable intervals. Each variable has the same number of intervals. For each variable a probability is randomly chosen from each segment and mapped to the actual value according to the variable"s distribution. Then the random value in each segment is combined in a random manner with the random values of the other variables to produce designs. For example, a problem with 2 variables and 4 designs would produce 24 possible design combinations.
The algorithm used to generate the Latin hypercube samplings for this research is lhsdesign [35] , which is part of the MathWorks Matlab software package. The Latin hypercube sampling was also performed five times for each case study. Again this was done to account for randomness within the process. Additionally, two different sets of Latin hypercube samples were created. The first set used a sample size equal to 100 times the number of design variables (LHS100), while the second set used 1,000 times the number of design variables (LHS1000).
Nelder-Mead simplex method
The Nelder-Mead simplex method (NM) is a derivative free optimization method. Since NM does not need to calculate derivatives, it can be performed at much lower computational cost than optimization methods that require derivative information. This reduction in computational cost is one of the main reasons it was chosen for study in this thesis. NM starts by constructing a simplex with n+1 points, where n is the number of parameters. Thus, for a two parameter problem there will be three points that form a triangle. Then a weighted sum of squares is computed at each point. The point with the highest value, assuming minimization, is reflected through the centroid of the simplex. Following this a weighted sum of squares is computed for the new point. If the value of the new point is the lowest of them the process continues by reflecting the point with the highest value. However, if the value of the new point is higher than the other points the simplex is compressed and the new point is reflected closer. If the value of the new point is 5
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The Nelder-Mead simplex method was performed using the fminsearch algorithm within Matlab [36] . This technique was then subdivided into two different techniques, a direct search and a hybrid search. The direct search uses only the point of interest as its starting point. This search is only run once as its starting point does not change and the results are repeatable.
Hybrid Nelder-Mead simplex method
As part of this work, we propose a hybrid search that uses the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm with a starting point defined from the graveyard population. By combining information from the graveyard with the Nelder-Mead simplex method, it is hypothesized that computational cost will be decreased because of the improved starting location. Further, it is theorized that the error in finding the ideal alternative will be decreased by then searching the design space for improvement. Since there are five graveyards populations created, the hybrid search is also run five times, i.e. once for each graveyard.
Choosing the Scaling and Distance Metrics
Recall that the search techniques are looking for an alternative design that is the farthest distance away in the design space while remaining within a specified performance threshold. In this paper, distance is defined by the L2-norm as shown in Equation 2. While other distance metrics can be used [6] , the L2-norm is more commonly encountered within the vector-based math that is common in engineering design problems [37] . In Equation 2, subscript a denotes the first design, subscript b denotes the second design, c i denotes the i th design variable of the respective design, and d ab denotes the distance from design a to design b.
(2)
Additionally, the design variables in each search are normalized according to the variable bounds supplied in the problem statement. This makes the distance measurement unitless and also ensures that all variables are equally weighted in the distance calculation. Removing the units from the variables allows for them to be easily combined into a single, unit-less distance measurement using Equation 2.
Defining Multiple Levels of Performance Freedom
To better understand how each search technique performs with respect to performance freedom, the MGA approach is performed with various performance threshold constraints. The levels chosen for this work are from 1% to 100% of the performance bounds of the Pareto frontier in each objective.
For the results presented in this paper, the MGA approach is run with a step size increase of 1% in all objectives. At 100%, the search techniques are allowed to explore the design space and find alternatives that fall within the extremes of the Pareto front. This extreme case is represented by the shaded maximum performance freedom region in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE FREEDOM

Calculating the Error
In this research, error is measured by finding the difference between two distance measurements. The two measurements considered are the distance to an ideal alternative design and the distance to the current alternative design in the design space. The ideal alternative design, which this paper will refer to as the "best known" alternative design, is chosen from the population of all the search techniques tried on a certain point of interest.
The decision to use distance as a measurement of error is grounded in the notion that two alternatives an equal distance away from the ideal point may have vastly different design variable values. However, since the objective of MGA is to find unique designs, there is no penalty added for how that uniqueness is achieved. Additionally, an alternative design having a superior distance measurement can theoretically encompass a large range of inferior alternative designs. A simplified example of this can be seen in Figure 3 .
In Figure 3 , two alternatives (black dots) have been identified at different distances from the point of interest (black x). If an arc is swept out at the distance corresponding to the superior alternative (i.e. the one with the larger distance) we see that the inferior alternative is contained within the arc (gray region). Also, any future alternative that lies on the arc would be considered equivalent. Moreover, a cumulative distance in the design space is far easier to comprehend than an array of individual variation measurements. Finally, a designer can also establish a weighted L2-norm that allows for uniqueness in certain design variables to be emphasized.
Another way to visualize this is to consider three alternative designs located at (0, 1), (1, 0), and (0.5, 0.5). If the point of interest is located at (0,0) then according to Equation 2, design #1 (0, 1) and design #2 (1, 0) are equivalent with a distance of 1, while design #3 (0.5, 0.5) is inferior to both design #1 and design #2 with a distance of 0.707.
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Figure 3. EQUIVALENCY OF DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
After quantifying the error for a point of interest, a statistical analysis is performed. First, an unbalanced one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed on the error over the entire performance freedom range. The reason for the ANOVA being unbalanced comes from the fact that some search techniques have five replications (graveyard, Latin hypercube, Hybrid) while others only have one (grid search, Nelder-Mead). The ANOVA is used to test the hypothesis that the error for all of the search techniques is equal. This is similar to a T-test, except that a T-test is limited to comparing only two search techniques at a time. If the hypothesis is false, the 95% confidence interval for each search technique"s error is calculated and plotted for comparison.
Calculating the Computational Cost
Computational cost of the search technique can be measured using either evaluation time or number of functional calls. Evaluation time is dependent on the programming language chosen, the problem complexity, as well as the hardware used to simulate the results. Therefore, to keep the results independent of these variables, computational cost was measured using the number of functional calls. For the two case study problems presented in this work, both problems have two objectives. Thus, the computational cost will always be an even number.
After determining all computational costs for a given point of interest, 95% confidence intervals for the computational cost of the direct search and hybrid are created. The rest of the search techniques have a confidence interval of zero due to them not varying in size.
In the next section, the approach outlined above will be applied to two different case studies. The first is the design of a two bar truss, which is known to have high design freedom near the frontier [38] . Regions with good design freedom are characterized by having lots of designs that possess similar performance characteristics. The second case study is the design of an I-beam. Previous work has shown that this problem lacks design freedom near the frontier.
CASE STUDY RESULTS
In this section, the error and computational cost for six (graveyard, grid search, 2 Latin hypercube scenarios, NelderMead, and Hybrid Nelder-Mead) search techniques are calculated and discussed for two different case studies. The first case study involves the design of a two bar truss. The second is the design of an I-beam. For both problems, the Pareto frontier has already been found using a multiobjective genetic algorithm.
Two-Bar Truss
The Two-Bar Truss problem was chosen as a case study because it was previously shown to have good design freedom near part of the frontier [38] , as shown by the contours in Figure 4 . Alternatively, the second case study has poor design freedom near the frontier. By using each type of problem, the effects of design freedom near the frontier can be better understood.
The problem [18] consists of two links (AC and BC) that are supporting a 100 kN load. The stress in either link should not exceed 100,000 kPa. Also, the total volume of the material used for the links should not exceed 0.1 m 3 . The designer is allowed to change three design variables, which are the crosssectional area of link AC (x 1 ), the cross sectional area of link BC (x 2 ), and the vertical position of the load (y) as denoted in Figure 5 . Each of these design variables are constrained as seen in Equation 3. 
DIAGRAM OF TWO BAR TRUSS
The Pareto frontier for this problem is shown in Figure 6 . From this frontier, three points of interest are chosen. The first point of interest is nearest to a known region of design freedom. The design and performance space information for all three points are interest are shown in Table 1 , and their locations on the Pareto frontier are indicated by circles in Figure 6 . Also, the maximum range of the performance freedom is calculated from the frontier. The maximum performance freedom range is 97.5e3 Pa along the horizontal f 1 axis, and 0.1 m 3 along the vertical f 2 axis. 
Distance vs. Performance Freedom
Three images that demonstrate the correlation between search technique effectiveness and amount of performance freedom are shown in Figures 7-9 . Each figure has seven curves. There is one that represents the average of each search technique. Additionally, there is a curve that depicts the design space distance from the point of interest to the ideal alternative for each amount of performance freedom. The horizontal axis represents the maximum amount of performance freedom specified from 0% to 100% of the Pareto frontier performance range (see Section 3.5). The vertical axis is the measured distance to farthest alternative found. For this problem the maximum theoretical distance found using Equation 2 is or 1.73 since there are three design variables.
From the three figures it is noticed that the distance to the ideal alternative design increases with performance freedom. It is also evident that the error -or the inability to find the ideal alternative -typically increases with performance freedom. We note that the LHS100 is consistently the worst performing in all three figures. This is likely a product of it having the smallest number of feasible designs to search. Meanwhile, the grid search and both versions of the Nelder-Mead perform very well as they all display very little error from the best known case. The graveyard"s performance is just as good as the NelderMead and the grid search up to 10% performance freedom. After that point however, it displays an increasing amount of error from the ideal alternative. 
Confidence Intervals on Error
Running an ANOVA on the results from the previous section show that the resulting p value for all three points of interest is zero. This suggests that there is a 0% chance that the error in all six search techniques is equivalent. To explore the differences between the three approaches, a figure is created for each point of interest. These figures, Figures 10-12 , compare each search technique"s confidence interval with respect to error. From these figures we notice the search techniques that consistently achieve find an alternative with a small amount of error are the grid search, the direct search, and the hybrid search. On average, the direct search is the worst of these three search techniques. Another interesting discovery is the large confidence intervals found in both the grid search and the direct search. Since this result occurs in only these two search techniques, it is hypothesized that this is likely a product of them using 1/5 the sample size compared to the other search techniques. Performance of the graveyard search is shown to have error statistically equivalent to the LHS1000 search technique for all three points of interest. Further, the error is on the same order of magnitude as the grid and direct searches. 
Computational Cost vs. Error
To visualize the trade-offs in computational cost and error, bubble plots of the six search techniques are shown in Figures  13-15 . These plots show that four of the six search techniques exist on, or close to, the front of the trade-off curve in at least one of the figures. The two search techniques that use the graveyard are part of this group. In fact, they are the only two search techniques not dominated by another search technique in at least one of the three figures. 
TRADEOFFS FOR POINT OF INTEREST #3
For this problem, the findings indicate that using the graveyard in a problem with high design freedom is a good way to increase the performance of the MGA approach. In the next section, a multiobjective I-Beam case study problem is introduced to investigate the effects of having design freedom farther away from the Pareto frontier.
I-Beam
As previously discussed in Section 4, the I-beam problem is chosen as it has been shown to have poor design freedom near the Pareto frontier [39] . This problem is adapted from [40] , and has four design variables and two objective functions, as shown in Equation 4. The I-beam is subject to two bending forces. The first is 600 kN (P) and the second is 50 kN (Q). The physical representation of the four design variables are shown in Figure 16 . The two objectives for this problem are minimizing cross sectional area (f 1 ) and minimizing vertical deflection of the beam (f 2 ). The stress in the beam (g 1 ) should remain below 16 kN/cm 2 . Additionally, a small, temporary change was made to the upper bounds of the design variables during the Latin hypercube sampling to ensure enough feasible designs were found. Using the original bounds, the LHS100 was finding less than two feasible designs per 100 sampled points. Reducing the upper bound of x 1 and x 2 by roughly 50% allowed the LHS100 to achieve suitable sample sizes.
Figure 16. CROSS SECTION OF I-BEAM (4)
The Pareto frontier for this problem is shown in Figure 17 , along with the three points of interest. The values of these locations in the design and performance space are shown in Table 2 . Also, the maximum range of performance freedom is calculated from the frontier. The maximum performance freedom range is 0.19 cm 2 along the horizontal f 1 axis and 11.2 cm along the vertical f 2 axis. 
Distance vs. Performance Freedom
The correlation between the distances to each alternative found with respect to performance freedom is shown for each search technique in Figures 18-20 . As before, each figure has seven curves: one for the average of each search technique and an additional curve for the best known alternative at each performance freedom. This time the maximum theoretical value for the vertical axis using Equation 2 is or 2 since there are four design variables.
From these figures, it is noticed that distance increases with performance freedom for all search techniques. An interesting discovery, however, is the reduction of error in Figure 20 . This reduction in error is the result of no alternative design improvements found after the 50% performance freedom mark. Also in Figure 18 , the direct search is shown to struggle finding good alternative designs. This result demonstrates the inability of the direct search to overcome the attraction of a locally good alternative design.
Finally, we notice that the error of the graveyard seems to increase dramatically after the 50% performance mark in Figures 18 and 19 . However, this is a side effect of the relatively small scale on the y-axis. The amount of error increase is comparable to the Two-Bar Truss case study. 
Confidence Intervals on Error
As in the previous case study, an ANOVA finds that the resulting p value for all three points of interest is zero. This suggests that there is a 0% chance that the error in all six search techniques is equivalent. Figures 21-23 compare the error for each search technique at each point of interest. For this case study problem, there is a much greater variation in the error of the search techniques.
The grid search is the only technique with an error consistently near zero. The graveyard and hybrid search are both as good as, and better than, the direct search, LHS100, and LHS1000 for all three points of interest. In Figure 23 , the approach using the graveyard is shown to have very small error. This corresponds to the point of interest that stopped finding better designs after the 50% performance freedom mark, indicating the graveyard has very low error at lower allowances of performance freedom. This idea is further reinforced when looking at when the graveyard curve stops tracking the best known curve in Figures 18-20. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, both the error and the computational cost of five search techniques are explored. More specifically, this paper investigates whether a graveyard can be used to perform MGA effectively. Initial results from two case study problems are promising. These results are summarized in Table 3 and 4 below. From Tables 3 and 4 it is observed that the graveyard and hybrid search (which makes use of the graveyard), outperform other techniques as computational cost is traded off for accuracy. The error from using the graveyard ranged from 0.01 to 0.06 unit-less distance with a mean, median, and mode all around 0.05, while the error from the hybrid search ranged from 0 to 0.02 unit-less distance with a mean, median, and mode all around 0.005. These numbers are fairly small when you consider that the minimum unit-less distance in the three variable two bar truss case is or 0.87. The minimum unit-less distance in the four variable I-beam case is or 1. This puts the maximum estimated error of the graveyard at 7% for the two bar truss and 5% for the I-beam. The hybrid comes in lower at around 2% maximum estimated error for both cases.
The cost of performing a hybrid search on the two objective problems was around 500 functional evaluations, while the cost of using the graveyard is zero functional calls. To bridge the gap between these two approaches, an additional search technique is being considered. This technique will use the graveyard to construct a meta-model that the hybrid search can use for inexpensive evaluations of the multiobjective problem.
When considering the other search techniques, conclusions can also be made. The grid search demonstrates that it is a very reliable method, but comes with extremely high computational expense. Both Latin hypercube samplings performed poorly in computational cost and error. However, an increase in computational cost can lead to a decrease in error. Future work will explore optimizing computational cost of both the grid search and Latin hypercube techniques.
The final search technique to discuss is the direct search. This approach performed similarly to the hybrid search, as it is based on the same optimization algorithm. However, it struggled to overcome locally optimal alternative designs. The hybrid search overcomes this shortfall by changing its starting point to a design that is theoretically closer to a global optimum.
In conclusion, the two search techniques that demonstrate the best tradeoffs between computational cost and error are the hybrid search and the graveyard. While the error within the graveyard can be reduced by limiting the amount of performance freedom, the error in the hybrid search is fairly stable for all performance freedom ranges.
